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Pernes-les-fontaines 

A charming Provençal town with a fascinating past has 
become a beacon for craftspeople from around France, as 
Eleanor O’kane discovers 

 

Pernes-les-fontaines is best known for having more than 100 fountains, but to paint the 
loveliness of this small town between Mont Ventoux and the Luberon by numbers is to do it a 
disservice. Informed by a rich past that straddles kingdoms and cultures, Pernes is jam-packed 
with heritage; now a community of craftspeople is adding new hues to its colourful story. 



In AD 968 this peaceful place was declared the capital of the Comtat Venaissin, an enclave 
surrounded by the Kingdom of France (along with the neighbouring Comtat of Avignon). 
Governed by the Counts of Toulouse and later, the Holy See, the comtat remained outside the 
French state until 1791. Pernes lost its status as capital to nearby Carpentras in 1320 but 
continued to prosper, as shown by the number of surprisingly large 17th- and 18th-century 
houses squeezed into the narrow streets of its medieval centre. 

In recent years, the town has become a magnet for artisans, who have set up shops and 
workshops in its ochre-coloured, sun-bleached stone houses. To get a taste of the talent of the 
40 or so artists in the village, visit the craft exhibition at the tourist office. With 18 classified 
Monuments Historiques and five museums – all with free entry – Pernes pulls in its fair share 
of tourists too. 

This is no Disneyland-style tourist trap, however: the bread oven made in 1890 at the 
Boulangerie Gimenes in Rue de la République still fires up daily and shoppers at the Saturday 
Provençal market are more likely to be filling their baskets with the week’s ration of honey, 
cheese and saucisson than lavenderstuffed souvenirs. 

It was during the 18th century that Pernes began to amass its famous fountains, which 
eventually led to it becoming the full-blown Pernes-les-fontaines in 1936. Plagued by the 
droughts that parch Provence in summer, the villagers were delighted at the discovery of a 
nearby water source. To celebrate this good fortune, the mayor built four ornamental 
fountains. In the decades that followed, there was an overflow of fountain building to serve 
individual streets and private houses. In total there are more 

than 100 fountains in Pernes, 40 of which are accessible to the public. Due to modern health 
and safety restrictions, drinkable water cascades from them only during the summer. 

The artisans’ workshops sit comfortably among Pernes’s boulangeries and cafés; not just 
shops but also creative studios, many offering a window into the artists themselves. At glass-
maker Sy.verre (www.sy-verre.com), Suzanne Zuniga and Yoann Le Bars from Paris 
transform pencil-thin sticks of Murano glass into colourful, sweet-like morsels of jewellery 
and translucent trinkets. After working together for crystal company Baccarat in Lorraine for 
seven years, they were drawn to Pernes by the chance to work within a community of artisans. 

Another beguiling studio is that of former graphic designer Franck Dorat, owner of Au Fil de 
Fer (www.aufildefer.com). Franck’s 3D wire sculptures are stripped back and striking; many 
of them cleverly designed to cast a shadow, creating a second piece of art against the wall. If 
space in your suitcase is an issue when it comes to shopping, the plump little Provençal 
characters, or santons, created by Catherine Vandevyvere at Brin d’argile 
(www.brindargile.fr) are easily transportable. Hard to resist, a friendly rotund monsieur le 
maire playing pétanque would make the perfect memento of this charming corner of 
Provence. 

Pernes-les-fontaines wasn’t the only village in the Comtat Venaissin to harbour a Jewish 
community in the Middle Ages, although it was the only place where they were not required 
to live inside a gated area. Driven out of the Kingdom of France, many Jews settled in the 
Comtat, which had come under the control of the Pope in 1274. 



Although permitted to live and practise their religion in peace, the communities had to live in 
designated areas and wear identifying signs. When the Comtat finally became part of France 
in 1791, the Comtadin Jews became citizens of France with equal rights. 

There are surviving synagogues at Cavaillon, Avignon and Carpentras; the latter was built in 
1367 and is the oldest in France. You can take a guided tour of the opulent, restored interior to 
learn more about the local Jewish community, who were known until the 19th century as the 
Juifs des Papes (tel: (Fr) 4 90 63 39 97, www.synagoguedecarpentras.com). 

Carpentras, seven kilometres north of Pernes, is staging its annual Festival of Jewish Music 
from 29 July to 4 August, encompassing religious, traditional and contemporary tunes (tel: 
(Fr) 4 90 63 00 78, www.carpentras-ventoux.com). 

One of the most famous craft traditions of Provence is santonmaking. Named after the 
Provençal word for ‘little saint’, these terracotta figurines ( pictured above) represent 
characters from the Nativity as well as famous local figures. The Musée du Santon et 
Tradition de Provence in Fontaine-de-vaucluse, 15 kilometres south of Pernes, displays more 
than 2,000 santons, many of them created by master craftsmen. The museum (tel: (Fr) 4 90 20 
20 83, is also home to the world’s tiniest Nativity scene, which features no fewer than 39 
Provençal santons inside a walnut! 

End your arts odyssey with an uncompromisingly modern dose of culture at the Collection 
Lambert in Avignon (tel: (Fr) 4 90 16 56 20, www.collectionlambert.fr). The collection is 
based in an 18th-century mansion which has been enhanced by a minimal and modern wing 
that emphasises the original building’s period features. 

The museum ( pictured below) was founded by Yvon Lambert, whose passion for modern art 
began in the 1960s when he was visiting New York. Although not a rich man – he only ever 
carried $100 in his pocket on a trip – Lambert befriended up-and-coming artists such as Jean-
michel Basquiat and bought directly from them. Lambert was born in Vence on the Côte 
d’azur, but decided to base his collection in Avignon in 2000, the year the city was the 
European Capital of Culture. When Lambert signed the collection over to the state two years 
later, it was the most valuable donation to the French public in a century. 

 


